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About This Game

Deiland is a single-player adventure RPG with several sandbox elements, such as farming, crafting, and building.
Put on the mantle of the Little Prince of Deiland and rule over your own planet!

Tend Deiland
Your planet is your home, turn it into a unique and special place. Improve your skills, craft tools, cook delicious food, brew

potions, and create many more items that you can manage and trade.

Enjoy the story
12 available characters and over 100 quests. Your little planet will attract lots of neighboring merchants wishing to trade

materials and rare ingredients.

Play and relax
Smooth and cute graphics as well as a relaxing soundtrack to ease up the bustling everyday routine. Experience the nature's

versatility in the form of storms, hurricane winds, Aurora Borealis, meteor showers, and shooting stars.

It is recommended to play with the controller for the best experience, but the game is also compatible with the mouse and keyboard.
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Title: Deiland
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Chibig
Publisher:
101XP
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel Celeron G1820 / AMD Athlon II X3 455

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 430/ AMD Radeon R5 240

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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I'd say I got my moneys worth out of it. I did enjoy the gameplay aspect of it, the story not so much. The only major issue I had
with this game, and I'm not sure if it was a bug is I had trouble getting a certain special seed from a meteorite to progress since
all my quests revolved around it. I speant hours waiting for meteorites to fall with the seed in it and it wouldn't give it to me. I
ended up quitting the game and going back the next day only for my first set of meteorites to hit containing the seed. After that
it was smooth sailing and the game became enjoyable once more. I do want to point out this game is not good for people who
get easily motion sickness cuz the camera can be a bit whacky when you're controlling your character on your planet.

Fixes:

  I think there needs to be a fix implemented involving Bom and Yuki: I've noticed when your emptying out the mine to Goliath,
mid dialogue they will charge from his ship and sometimes it's hard to spot them on the way back so you end up losing
materials. I just don't think these characters should be raiding your place when you're trying to talk to someone it gets annoying.

  Mun dissapearing on Ankora made it so I couldn't speak to anyone there, I had to leave and craft more gas to go back so she
would show.

  When you get to an area involving a spaceship, I had to reset my game because of a door not opening since I had not killed all
the enemies in the area, thing is I think the enemy either glitched out of the map or was not there to begin with.

  NPCS interupting with dialogue after you complete a "Kill all enemies" mission preventing you from picking up loot, only to
have to watch it dissapear before your eyes.

  Suggestion:

  Fishing I found to be trouble at first mainly cuz I used a keyboard to play. It took some time to get use to the weird key
suggestions to fish which made me want to avoid it completely till I had a quest involving fish. I just think the fishing needs
some touch up on to be more fun.

  Enemies need to be stronger or pose more of a threat, I never used the staff to deal with anything.

  More achivements would be great for us achivement hunters. I went through and finished everything in over 14 hours, but I
want more. I'm assuming more story is going to be added to the game later, personally I would like the incentive to go back
through achivements cuz it really lets me look at the game longer and find bugs. I know I said the story wasn't good, but it
literally started picking up at the end so I'm curious to see where it goes.

  All in all I do recommend the game, it's got a sense of calmness to it when you want to just relax.. Enjoyed the game a lot. I
think we miss games like this, relaxing, where you just go with the flow and don't fight for your life every minute lol
Recommend this game for those who need a bit of rest after stressfull day.. Buggy but fun :). Plays like an Early Access game
yet is "Finished".
Don't let the nice aesthetics fool you.
Buy My Time At Portia instead.. The Store Page should say Locked Keyboard Binds or Controller only! No Mouse!

Returning it. Didn't even get to play it, (literally on the Main Menu for 5 minutes so I could write this review) not going to waste
time on a keybindless PC game when there is Stardew Valley and/or My Time in Portia.

A note to the Devs if they are reading or care about their players/reviews.... I like this game. It is a pretty straight forward game.
I plan on playing it more and finishing it. It feels a bit incomplete however. I love farm games, but this one attempts to do things
that can be a bit overwhelming at times. Between all the visitors, quests they demand completed and the what feels like lack of
resources to keep up with on the real-life timers on plants, can be a bit annoying. I hope it gets better the longer you play it. It
reminded me of The Little Prince, which is really sweet. So I hope it was worth getting. I'll update again later.

(Update) - Now knowing that this is the whole game and that they haven't messed with it in the slightest. This game feels very
unpolished and unfinished. It had the ability to be up there as a wonderful game. But It feels VERY broken. I really hope
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someone else buys out this game and fixes it. It really had the ability to be something special. It's sad the Devs gave up.

(2nd update) - Knowing these Devs are making another game is sad. I know now that deiland will never be what it could have
been. Also I will be avoiding all days by these Devs from now on.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! WASTE OF MONEY!. First thing I did before posting this review is checking if that game was
early access. If it would I would not have commented the fact is that it's a full release and I cannot recommend that game.
This is my 2nd review of a game ever so I really have to feel strongly before posting a review.
First this game seems to be episode 1 so don'e expect an ending you have a to be continued with a story clearly unfinished I
HATE THAT.
Second the game is cluncky the hit box are way too large for everything but the enemies where you have to chase them all
around the map and really hit their center to hurt them. They have to really review the knock back cause it's ridiculous.
At this stage after 10 hours I've beat the game with maybe a couple of quest left to do and I won't do them. I've spent most of
my gameplay waiting for something to happen. You would expect that at the beginning but the more you advance in the game
the more you have to wait.
The game is really short (around 10 hours when you spend around 2 hours on pause while being on the phone) and way too short
to be waiting that long. I expected more from it.
I would recommend the game though but at 5€ not more. If you wanna spend that kind of money go take another game or wait
for sales.. I do like the game but seeing as i just got the end credits at what feels like the first boss fight... little yikes? I assume
it'll be an update one day? the game makes it sound like it and it would make it more satisfying 3 smaller bosses and the final
boss y'know. Other than that and the bugs... good, relaxing game.
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If you like farming, talking, building and a bit of fighting i can recommend this game to you.
It is quite the relaxing gaming experience to chill out a bit.
Dont get me wrong fighting is also involved but even the enemy blobs look kinda cute.
Dont get dizzy tho because you gotta get used to the camera perspective while moving on your planet. =). I'm not sure why
developers release a PC version of a game with keyboard only controls - and especially zero control customization. This is the
second game (Moonlighter also) that I've bought back to back with this same issue. It's pretty frustrating that aparantly PC users
are dead last on the list of priorities here.

That said... the game is gorgeous, nice music, relaxing vibe... all the things I love in other games like Stardew Valley (crafting,
planting, growing, building) nice mix of adventure and crafting.

I can't NOT recommend it on the basis of the controls alone - however that is a very major dissatisfier and more an indicator
that PC was just an afterthought - possibly even a money grab.. A fun 10-14 hours of gameplay to reach the end if you don’t
rush it and take your time to enjoying it. I am happy to have supported this games progress on Kickstarter ^^

The good parts:
- The lore is fun to follow
- Love the art style
- Characters are well rounded and fit the game
- There is a lot to do and some grinding
- No bugs that I came across
- I know this isn’t the finished and there’s lot to be added still!

The "bad" parts:
- The cave doesn't continue, even if it looks like it will
- The light in the cave is a little annoying to light every time
- Camera can’t be moved when fishing so if a tree happens to be in the cameras spot, you will be staring at shrubbery whilst
fishing.
- When mining, it gets annoying when the prince must always comment "how lucky, I got ORE" or something. Would be fun if
it could just stop after the first time it popped up... There are a few similar things that also go a little annoying but aren’t worth
mentioning.
- The ending was a little anticlimactic.

I had fun playing through this game and so I am giving it a good rating, as it is my opinion on the game.. Couldn't wait to get this
game since I saw it on my favorite youtuber's channel and really like it.
Sure, it takes a little bit until you are used to the keys, but it is really cute.

Only thing I hope for in later updates: more options in the options, like setting the UI-Size or even the keys. ;). Played it for a
small hour and in its current state I am refunding it. It does not feel as a world which needs to be explored but merely you are
told do this and now that. Easy and boring. I like the atmosphere though and it's a 3d game wich does not get me motion sick.
Well done on this part.

So maybe I will rebuy this in the future if there are changes made to how the game plays. Devs seem to be active, so I will
follow.

Btw. The german translation is very good for all story I have seen but is wrong for almost all actions so far. (the word used to
indicate to cut a tree - schneiden - you would use that with a small plant or paper. With a tree it's "hacken" Maybe give the
translators some context. They are all good translation only not for this context.. loved the game wish there was more to it..
Beautiful. Simply beautiful. Not many games make me want to take it slow as Deiland does.

The controls are a bit odd - it's a port of a console game -, but the game still plays nicely.

Totally recommended, 15 bucks is a pretty fair price for this game <3. Deiland is a beautifully crafted game. The grafic is nice,
the music calming and beautiful and the NPCs look lively.
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The farming system is simple but great and the combat system easy but sometimes challenging. You never get bored because
there is always something to do. The controls are easy.

It feels like Mario Galaxy is meeting Harvest Moon and Rune Factory. The story is interesting and you get hooked very easly.. I
enjoyed this game until the part where it wanted my character to cast spells. It totally ruined the game for me. I wish more
games would leave magic out of their games.. The game is cute and nice, maybe a bit slow at the beginning. But I love the story
and the characters are great!
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